ABSTRACT. The classical results for the unit disc mentioned in the title are extended to harmonic functions on symmetric spaces of rank one.
of n under the Cartan involution. The restricted roots are ±X and possibly ±\i\; 2p is the sum of the positive roots with multiplicities counted. We choose H E 0 such that \(H) = 2 and write m = 2p(H). The positive multiples of H now form the positive Weyl chamber. Write Ñ, A for the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to n,0. NA is a group since A normalizes A^, and every element of X can be uniquely written in the form na • o or n exp tH • o with nEN, aEA, /GR.
X has a G-invariant Riemannian metric; we denote the gradient and the Laplacian by V and A respectively, the length of a tangent vector v by Hull, and the invariant volume element by dp. The function <p defined by <p(n exp tH • o) = e~mt is harmonic (i.e. Atp = 0) and any power of it is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian.
On Ñ we fix a Haar measure and a smooth homogeneous gauge, i.e. a positive real-valued C°°-function | | on Ñ-{e} such that \nexptH\ = e~*\n\ and |n_11 = |«|. It is obvious that such a gauge exists, and that any two homogeneous gauges are equivalent, in the sense that their ratios are bounded on N{e}. We have |«n'| <fc(|«| + |n'|), and, denoting b(r) = {nEÑ: |«| <r} we have meas(¿>(r)) = er™ with some universal constants k and c. This is proved in [5] for a particular gauge that is not smooth, and it clearly remains true for any homogeneous gauge.
On the Furstenberg boundary GIMAN of X, Ñ has an open dense orbit on which JV is simply transitive. For simplicity, identifying N with its orbit, we talk about the "boundary point n", (n E N). Similarly to [5] we define the "admissible regions" T£(«) for a > 0, t G R by T£(") = {«(exp tHyi' • o : |n'| < a, t > t} = {««'(exp tH) • o : \n'\< aß'*, t > t}.
We say that a function / defined on X is admissibly convergent at nEN if, for every a > 0 and some (hence every) t, lim f(nx exp tH • o) exists as t -* °° and «x exp tH • o G r£(«). These definitions are equivalent to those in [5] because of the equivalence of all homogeneous gauges. In fact, the whole statement of the theorem is indifferent to the particular gauge used on N.
Theorem. Let E be a measurable subset ofÑ and fa harmonic function on X. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) For almost every nEE, there exists a > 0, t G R such that f is bounded in r*(ri).
(ii) / is admissibly convergent at almost every nEE.
(iii) For almost every nEE, there exists a > 0, t G R such that /, t, ..jlv/lrdM<°°-(iii') For every fixed a > 0 azzcz* t G R, /r5(")ll V/ll2 dp < °°for almost every n EE.
The proof is divided into three parts: (i) =*• (iii'), (iii) =* (i), and (i) and (iii') ■* (ii). Since (ii) => (i) and (iii') =* (iii) are trivial, this is enough. It will be clear from the proof that it is not even necessary to have / everywhere defined; the theorem holds with / defined only in some T*(ri) at each nEE. We also note that the equivalence of (iii) and (hi') is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. Finally we note that since the result is local, we may assume that E is bounded.
2. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the fact that almost every point of F is a point of density with respect to the sets nb(r). Lemma 1. Let E be a bounded measurable subset of N and e>0. Then there exists a constant, r0 > 0, and a closed subset D ofE such that meas(F -D)< e, and for n0 ED and r<r0, meas(F D zz0ô(r)) > (1 -e)meas(6(r)).
The next three lemmas will be used to replace condition (iii) with an integration over unions of admissible regions.
Definition. If F is a bounded measurable subset ofN, K<R= Ui». neE Lemma 2. Ifn0 is a point of density ofE with respect to the family of sets nb(r); then for a>0,aQ>0,TER, there exists t0 such that r¿g(zz0) C Proof. This is Lemma 5 of [4] and the proof is essentially that of Calderón.
Lemma 3. Iff is a nonnegative locally integrable function on W£(E) and fwlasyfin exp tH • oymtdp < °°, then /rT,(",/(» e*P tH -o)dp< <*>for all a'>0 and almost every n' EE.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that fE dn' /r_ .,./(« exp tH • o)dp<°°. By Lemma 2 we may assume that a' = a. With x the characteristic function of r£(zz') we have:
and the assertion follows. In light of Lemma 2, and the observation that we are always dealing with locally bounded, locally integrable functions, we may assume that the truncation level, t, is fixed, say t = 0, and henceforth we suppress the superscript. Lemma 4. Suppose fis nonnegative and locally integrable in a neighborhood of Wtt(E), and for each n' EE there exists a(n') > 0 such that fra(n')(n')f(n exPtH ' o)dp< °°. 77ie« for every e > 0, a > 0 there exists a closed set D CE such that meas(E -D)<e and fwa(D)f(n exP M ' o)e~m * dp
Proof. Let Ejk = {n'EE: fTx ,,(".)/(« exp tH -o)dp<k}. Then Ejk cEj+ ijccEj+\,k+\ and U/.fc^/.fc = E-Thus we can choose;0, k0, E0 = /o.fco' a' = ^o such that meas(F -F0) < e/2 and ha.{n')f(n exp tH • o)dp < k0 for all «' G E0. By Lemma 1 there exists r0 and D C E0 such that meas(F0 -D) < e/2 and, for n' E D and t > t0, meas(F0 n «'Z>(ae_i)) > (1 -e/2)meas(ô(oe_i))-By Lemma 2 we may assume a = a'. Thus, for n' ED, t> t0, and x as in the proof of Lemma 3, f x(n exp tH -o)dn = meas(F" n «'ô(oe-i)) > 0 -e/2)cocme~mt. ffi* o Thus:
The next step is to replace the regions Wa(E) by regions on which we can apply Green's Theorem. Let {nj} x be a countable dense sequence in E, and Wk = U (ra(«y) n {« exp f/f • o : f < fc}).
<j<k
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then Wk is a bounded region with piecewise smooth boundary, Wk C Wk+X, and UfcWfc = Wa(fy-We will be using estimates on the surface element of dWk, the boundary of Wk, and we will need to consider separately: Sk0 = dWkn{nexx)tH-o:t = 0}, the top;
Skx=dWkn {nexptH-o:0<t<k}, the side; sk,2 = 3W//c n {zz exp izY • o : r = zc}, the bottom.
Lemma 5. Let ds be the surface element on Sk x or Sk2, 3/9« the outward pointing unit normal to Sk x or Sk2, and dn the left invariant volume form ofN. Then there exist constants Cx, C2, C3 > 0, independent ofk, such that (a) -C1(3/3zz>-mi < e~mt < -C2(3/3zz>rmf, (b) -(3/3zz)e-mids = C37r*(cz>z), where it: Sk , U Sk 2 -► Ñ by n(n exp tH ■ o) = n.
Proof. Let Xx,.. ., Xr he a basis of ñ". Then
is a global coordinate system on X. Sk x U Sk 2 is a piecewise smooth manifold; it is injective, and it followed by the canonical coordinates of N is a global coordinate system on Sk x U Sk>2, smooth on each smooth piece.
Step 1. The coordinate vector field 3/3? has constant length and is perpendicular to 3/3xi( 1 < i < r, on X. In fact, 9/3? is immediately seen to be ÑA-' invariant and it is well known [3] that 3/3?|0 is perpendicular to the orbit Ñ ■ o. Since NA is a transitive group of isometries, 3/3? has constant length. Since the element zza G NA maps N • o onto Na • o, 3/3/ is everywhere perpendicular to Af-orbits, and hence to 3/3X,., 1 < i < r.
Step 2. Ve"mf = -Ce_mf3/3i. Ve~mf is normal to the surfaces e~mt = constant, i.e. to the A/-orbits, and therefore, by Step 1, is proportional to 3/3?. To find the proportionality factor we recall that e~mt is harmonic and e~2mt is an eigenfunction of A. Thus ||Ve"mi||2 = ViAe~2mt = Ce~2mt.
Step 3. (3/3zz|3/3?) > C'> 0 everywhere on Sk x U Sk2. For Sfcj2 this is clear, since, by Step 2, 3/9« = C3/3? for some C> 0. Sk x is a finite union of parts of the boundaries of ra(ziy), 1 </ < k. We may assume that n¡ = e, since «y is an isometry and (zz;-)*3/3? ■ 3/3?. We may also assume that we are at a point x = zz • o, since we can reach such a point by applying some a G A; a is an isometry which preserves Ta(e), hence a*o¡on = 9/9« and a*3/3? = 9/9?. Now 9ra(e?) = {« exp tH • o: et\n\ = a}, and thus, for some proportionality factor ip(x), by Step 2,  3/3«!, = ^x)VU(eí|n|) = v<x)(|«|Veí + e'vlnDU = tfx)/c-|-+Vl«lY Now Vl«l is bounded on the compact set |n| = a, and, by Step 1, is perpendicular to 3/3r. Thus iffx) is bounded away from zero, and we have Step 3.
The second inequality in (a) follows from Steps 2 and 3 since:
-e-mt = -(-
3« 13«
Ve" "M* rmt^\>cc'e-mt. In the latter integral ds is a constant multiple of it*(dri) since both are Af-invariant forms of maximal degree, and de~mt/dn is a constant. Hence we have (b). The next two propositions give estimates on the gradient of a harmonic function, which we will use in conjunction with the bounds given by (iii) and (i) respectively. They are valid for X of arbitrary rank. Propositon 6. Iff is harmonic, xEX, and Br(x) is the ball of radius r about x, then there exists a constant C, depending only on r, such that ||V/(x)||2 < C/B,(x)||V/(z)||2 dp. <c"X (0) ? g»izxx,fitoxx,mdpi = cfB iiv/ii2dû.
•M ™ Corollary 7. 7//ra(n)IIV/||2 dp < °°, ?ftezz, for a' < a, ||V/(zz'exp?i7-o)|| = o(ï) as t-*-<*>for n' exp tH • o E ra,(n).
Proof. If a' < a, there exists an r > 0 such that g • o E ra,(zz) implies g • Br(o) C ra(zz), and the result is immediate from the proposition above.
Proposition 8. If fis harmonic and bounded in Ta(ri), and a' < a, then HV/II is bounded in ra,(n). We will be using Poisson integrals, and we now recall some of their properties [5, p. 398]. If g is a function on N, then its Poisson integral is G(n exp tH • o) = (g * Pt)in)'> the kernel is positive, integrable on N and has the homogeneity: Pt+tx{nexp*iH) = Pt{n)emti. Lemma 9. For every e > 0 and M>0 there exists R>0 such that if g GZ,°°(/V) with ||£|L <Mandg(nx) >s + efor all nx Enb(Re~x) with some n EÑ,tER,sER,then(g* Pt)(n) > s.
Proof. It is sufficient to assume that n = e. Then ig *Pt)(e) = ¡wg{nx)Pt{nXx)dnx = J^^^WV«! + fnx^(Re-^n^n^dn-Now, using the homogeneity of P, for R sufficiently large, and the result follows.
3. Proof of the Theorem.
(i) ■* (iii'). We begin by imposing some uniform conditions. Let
EUk ={n EE : \f\ < k in T,/;-(n)}.
Then F/>Jfc C F/jfc+1 C EJ+xk+x and U/fc^/./t = ^ since/is admissibly bounded on E. Thus, for e > 0, there exists D' CE and constants M0 > 0, a0 > 0 such that meas(F -£>') < e/2, and |/| < M0 on Wao(D'). Now, given any a > 0, a similar argument based on Lemma 2 shows the existence of D C £>', meas(D' -D) < e/2, such that |/| < Af, with some M, on Wa(D). By Lemma 3, it is sufficient to show that /wa(zj)IIV/l|2e""'"i'ip < °°; and this is equivalent to showing that J-K'fcllv/H2e-mi<2p is uniformly bounded in k. Since/and e"mt are harmonic, we have, by Green's Theorem:
fWk \W\\2e-mtdp -lfw {e-mtAf -f2Ae-mt} dp = -f le-mt -f2-f2-e-mt\ds Also let 7, > 0; as in a previous argument we find Dx C E, meas(F -Dx) < tj/2 and a > 0 such that /is bounded in Wa(Dx). By cutting up, if necessary, E into finitely many sufficiently small pieces, we may assume that Wa(Dx) and Wa(D) below, are connected. Now let R be the number given by Lemma 9 corresponding to e and to a bound s of |/| in Wa(Dx).
Note that if x = « exp kH • o,xx = nx exp kH • o and nx E nb(Re~k), then the distance of these points is bounded (independently of k) by a multiple of F., and by Lemma 5, they can be joined by a line y lying inside Ta(«) U ra(nj) such that if n' exp tH • o is on 7, then t>k -cR and for the length of 7 we have /(y) < c'R. c and c' are independent of k. Now, using Corollary 7 and the usual argument we findDCDX,meas(Dx -D) < n/2 and an integer k0, such that ||V/II < e/c'F in rV*o(£)).
It everywhere on Wa(D). F is admissibly convergent almost everywhere, 4> and e~mt have admissible limit 0 almost everywhere in D. Hence, using Lemma 2, the oscillation off in any admissible domain at almost every n ED is less than 4e. Since e and t¡ were arbitrary, the proof is complete.
